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First Soup Day
By Alyn S

         Palatable smells wafted through the 

hallways as hungry students and teachers eagerly 

lined up, waiting for a chance to fill their plates 

with the various dishes that were displayed in the 

lounge. The parents of Transition spent countless 

hours planning and preparing the first soup day 

of the school year, continuing a longstanding 

tradition in the program; while it was nothing new 

for the Year Twos, teachers, and grads in 

attendance, the Year Ones got to experience the 

sense of shared community that soup days bring 

for the first time. Various foods were kindly 

offered, from savoury appetizers to sweet 

desserts, and explored a range of different 

cuisines. All the excitement for lunch slowly 

settled as the last of the food was being cleaned 

up. After everyone had their fill, Transition 

expressed their gratitude for the parents’ hard 

work and support. The potluck was a wonderful 

glimpse into what to look forward to in the near 

future. 
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Remembrance Day Ceremony Alyona G

          On Thursday, November 8th, 2018, at 10:15 a.m., the Masters of the Ceremony, 

Noreen and Amy, welcomed the Transition community to our yearly Remembrance Day 

Ceremony, a day where we are taught the history that we were not alive to witness. We 

stood up as one, one people, one identity, one all-encompassing voice, to sing Canada’s 

National Anthem, led by Emily. This ceremonial singing was followed by the readings of 5 

poems; “In Flanders Fields” recited by Alex and “The Anxious Dead” recited by Katherine, 

Nicole, Jerry, and Min, both written by Lieutenant-Colonel John McCrae; Alyona recited 

her own poem, “For Every Maple Leaf That Falls”; Aiza recited “Creed” by Dick Diespecker; 

and finally, “O Valiant Hearts”, by Sir John Stanhope Arkwright, was recited by Caitlin, 

Natalie, and Elwin. Then, Shawn read the “Ode of Remembrance” from Laurence 

Binyon’s “For the Fallen”, which was followed by the audience responding with a promise 

that stated, “We will remember them.” For two minutes, all was silent. Energy stirred 

within the souls of all who were present, a distant memory of the past. Then, Mr. 

Sheardown showed the Transition community a historical video, “Why Vimy Matters” 

which explained the historical significance of the Battle of Vimy Ridge and the 

monument that stands there. As 11:11 inched closer, the Last Post, recorded at the 

Menin Gate in Belgium, was played, followed by two minutes of silence at 11:11. In those 

two minutes, we, as a community, vowed to remember those men that fought in wars 

for our safety and prosperity. We have learned more of our history through the 

readings, videos and have become better, more 

thoughtful people through our promises. When 

the rouse played, we promised to hold our vow 

true. The ceremony was then adjourned, with 

closing remarks from Dr. Shepelev, who 

encouraged us to talk to and thank the veterans 

we saw in the next three days for their sacrifice, 

to tell them that we will remember them.
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      On November 3rd, 2018, Transition participated in the Family Math and Science Day 
event hosted by the Faculty of Education with over 400 attendants. We arrived between 
8am and 10am, registered at the office, wore our purple volunteering shirts, attached 
our name tags, and were paired with another volunteer, either a Transition student or a 
student from the Faculty of Education. Together, we discussed our station’s topics and 
learned much more than we could were we alone. At 10am, families started pouring in, 
beginning with a small trickle of children before quickly rising to a roaring room. We 
were tasked to attract families to our stations, and while discussing the subjects with the 
children and parents we exchanged knowledge and learned even more. It was fun to 
spread enthusiasm and have the younger children involved in the activities. Hopefully, 
this event will encourage more children to pursue and enjoy topics like science and 
math. 
     Around 12:30 pm, people started to leave and the rooms slowly became empty again. 
After cleaning up the displays and finishing all our invigorating conversations, we were 
rewarded with a free pizza lunch for all of the volunteers. By talking with everyone, I 
learned more about the applications of mathematics and sciences in innovation. Thank 
you Mr. Wilkie for offering us this amazing opportunity to volunteer in this event. I would 
love to participate in this event next year, as it was a great opportunity to work with UBC 
students and enhance our science knowledge and presentation skills. 

Aileen W. & Noreen CMichael Smith Lab: Polymerase 
Chain Reactions

UBC Family Math and Science DayEran D. & Shawn Y

     On Tuesday, November 6, the Year One students of Transition visited the Michael 
Smith Laboratories to learn about polymerase chain reactions (PCR), an enzymatic 
amplification process that requires parts of DNA or RNA, through partaking in an 
experiment led by Dr. David Ng. This experiment was done on “junk DNA” in 
chromosome 8 to ensure that no information about one’s health could be discovered 
through the genetic information at hand. First, we swished a saline solution to extract 
the DNA in our cheek cells, then isolated the DNA for the PCR amplification process, and 
used that product as a template for detecting an Alu insertion polymorphism, revealing 
which students possess genes that are homozygous and which heterozygous. In 
between the procedures, Dr. David Ng explained PCR to us and we played games such 
as Jeopardy that made the information stick. The students thoroughly enjoyed this 
hands-on lab, and it certainly broadened our understanding of genetics. Thank you Dr. 
Ng and Mr. Wilkie for providing us with this engaging learning experience! 



Model United NationsJoey X. & Caitlin H.

{Placeholder)

Clara G. & Elwin Z.Campus Day
          As we, the Transition students, have opted for a fast-paced program, it is crucial 
that we begin exploring possible career paths around us at an earlier time. Campus Day 
is a prime method in introducing such options and inspiring us. During the course of the 
three campus days, I have gained knowledge of topics that range from anthropology 
discussing the lives of Inuits in the Arctic to microeconomics that discussed the different 
types of profits. This experience also enabled us to become familiar with the campus 
and how courses work, and in the future it will make our transition to UBC even 
smoother than it already is. It was so insightful to watch other UBC students at work and 
observe their unique note-taking skills and other organizing methods; we were able to 
learn from the students in the courses as well as from the professors. This experience is 
one that would not happen at any other school, and is one of the many things that 
makes Transition unique. I am truly grateful to have been given the opportunity to take 
part in this insightful and intriguing experience.



Crazy SantaJennifer D. & Aiza B.

     This year on December 20th, Transition students all came to school each with a 
prepared gift. Not only did it happen this year, but it has been a recurring tradition in 
past years. The tradition of Crazy Santa allows for students to bond, share moments, 
and make memories together as a school. As the students started to arrive, the room 
filled with excitement and energy. The confusion from people who had never played this 
game before quickly died away as the rounds moved on. After many rounds were 
played, the game came to an end, but the excitement in the students still had not. The 
students very much enjoyed stealing gifts from one another as well as taking risks 
together as a group. after all, we do all know that 
the goal in this game is to have fun and to 
encourage each other rather than to receive or to 
earn anything. Nevertheless, this event was very 
impactful on Transition students to share the act 
of giving. Thank you to everyone for contributing 
their exuberance as well as a gift to make 
Crazy Santa a huge success.

Shawn Y2018-2019 Winter Social Performance
          Every year, right before winter break, the students and staff of the University 
Transition Program organize the Winter Social, a talent show where the students are 
able to show the parents their skills and passions. With enthusiastic and eager students, 
the Winter Social was a major success, displaying a range of acts from more classical 
violin and piano duets to more contemporary versions of dancing and singing. 
         The atmosphere in the week leading up to the Social could be described, as both 
hectic and chaotic but also light and energetic. People constantly moving instruments 
between Transition and the Music Building for practice became a frequent event, and 
the performers got more and more nervous as the big day edged closer. Even those who 
weren’t performing were still helping as stagehands, moving chairs, music stands, and 
the piano around for the convenience of others. Without them, the Winter Social would 
not have run as smoothly as it did. Nevertheless, the week was also filled with joy and 
excitement. The hardworking performers still found time to create gifts for their parents, 
and even joined others in activities such as completing a puzzle, painting, or baking 
cookies. 
        When the day finally came, the students were nervous, but it resulted in a night of 
amazing joys and memories. Although this has been my last Winter Social I’ll be 
participating in, I hope to be able to come back next year and experience the Winter 
Social through the eyes of the audience instead of a performer.



And Then You Came
By Noreen C.

i’m 
broken by 

loneliness in a world of cold 
where flurries of snow 
and flurries of blows 

inflicted by           issues build up                    to tear 
me down           it’s more than           i can bear 

on my doorstep as i sit            alone           trying to warm my hands 
through the mail slot           because i forgot           my keys and i wonder 
with my eyes teared up from sadness or the icy needles’ sting i can’t tell 

if anyone will                send me           the warmth i need 
to rekindle           love’s burn           in my heart. 

i know just one deed of kindness can melt the frozen crown that’s weighing me down. 
and then you came 

the glare of your car’s headlights unfamiliar, yet the carefree ring of your voice familial 
as you tease me for not       remembering         my things. indignantly 

I say I only remember                   the                     most important things, 
Like the chilly confetti-filled           night you           came back home to last winter 

When among frozen flakes           you warmly joked                     to your younger sister 
That                          her Christmas’s highlight better be           your gift to me 

And I seriously looked at           your face,                lit with an angel’s halo, 
Smiled,                                     and said           “No, you.” You laughed, 

your                light 
Vanquishing    dark of night 
And I knew I would be okay. 
My month of frost and drear 

Now a month of cheer 
Made whole by 

You. 



Transition at the Theatre: Mary Poppins

(Placeholder)

"If you do what you've always done, you'll get what
you've always gotten"

T O N Y  R O B I N S
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